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Plenoptic Image Coding using
Macropixel-based Intra Prediction
Xin Jin, Senior Member, IEEE, Haixu Han and Qionghai Dai, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— The plenoptic image in a super high resolution
is composed of a number of macropixels recording both
spatial and angular light radiance. Based on the analysis of
spatial correlations of macropixel structure, this paper
proposes a macropixel-based intra prediction method for
plenoptic image coding. After applying an invertible image
reshaping method to the plenoptic image, the macropixel
structures are aligned with the coding unit grids of a
block-based video coding standard. The reshaped and
regularized image is compressed by the video encoder
comprising the proposed macropixel-based intra prediction,
which includes three modes: multi-block weighted
prediction mode (MWP), co-located single-block prediction
mode (CSP) ， and boundary matching based prediction
mode (BMP). In the MWP mode and BMP mode, the
predictions are generated by minimizing spatial Euclidean
distance and boundary error among the reference samples,
respectively, which can fully exploit spatial correlations
among the pixels beneath the neighboring microlens. The
proposed approach outperforms HEVC by an average of
47.0% bitrate reduction. Compared with other
state-of-the-art methods, like pseudo-video based on tiling
and arrangement method (PVTA), intra block copy (IBC)
mode, and locally linear embedding (LLE) based prediction,
it can also achieve 45.0%, 27.7% and 22.7% bitrate savings
on average, respectively.
Index Terms— Plenoptic image coding, macropixel-based
intra prediction, light field coding, HEVC/H.265
I. INTRODUCTION
Light field cameras have attracted great attention in recent years
with the investigation and commercialization in hand-held light
field cameras, so-called plenoptic cameras, like Lytro [1] and
Raytrix [2]. Contrary to conventional cameras, plenoptic
cameras based on microlens arrays record not only the spatial
light intensities but also the light propagation directions using a
single exposure for the three-dimensional (3D) scene. Due to
the unique light gathering capability, plenoptic imaging has
become a prospective imaging approach in providing
functionalities like refocusing, changing viewing perspectives
and retrieving depth information. After post-processing and
calibration, the captured plenoptic images can be applied to a
variety of applications such as fatigue-free 3D visualization
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[3][4], 3D television [5], saliency detection [6] and object
recognition [7] for an improved quality or a lower system
complexity, which have attracted great interest both from
academy and industry.
Since a plenoptic image is a super-high-definition image in
which each pixel preserves the fidelity of spatial and angular
information with a full color space, its intensity distribution is
quite different from the image captured by conventional
cameras, which desires efficient compression methods to reduce
the spatial redundancy and maintain the fidelity simultaneously.
Recently, plenoptic image compression has attracted a wide
attention from both industry and academy. JPEG initiated a new
project called JPEG Pleno [8][9] to standardize the next
generation image coding methods for the plenoptic images.
MPEG included light field coding into MPEG-I Visual
standardization project [10][11]. ICME 2016 [12] and ICIP
2017 [13] also organized competitions to explore efficient
compression methods.
The existing plenoptic image compression approaches can be
mainly classified into two categories: approaches that compress
the plenoptic image directly and approaches that compress the
pseudo-video generated from the plenoptic image. Approaches
that compress the plenoptic image directly encode the plenoptic
image or the rearranged plenoptic images via spatial predictive
schemes,
disparity-based
predictive
schemes
and
transform-based coding schemes to exploit the spatial
redundancy among the macropixels. For the spatial predictive
schemes, coding tools like displacement intra prediction [14-16]
and self-similarity compensated prediction [17-18] were
proposed, in which the coding unit was predicted by a matched
block in the reconstructed region. In [19], a light field image
coding solution based on bi-prediction self-similarity estimation
and compensation was proposed, where two predictors are
jointly estimated by the locally optimal rate-constrained
algorithm. Although an average of 51.5% bitrate reduction can
be achieved relative to high efficiency video coding standard
(HEVC)[20], huge computational overhead is introduced,
which shows quite limited performance in considering
compression efficiency and computational complexity jointly.
Intra block copy (IBC) mode [21] adopted in HEVC screen
content coding extension, which is regarded as motion
compensation within the current picture, can also efficiently
improve the compression performance. In [22], a predictive
mode based on the locally linear embedding (LLE), which
estimates the coding unit using a linear combination of k-nearest
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neighboring patches, was proposed. It was further extended by
combining with self-similarity prediction method to improve
the coding efficiency in [23]. And in [24], an adaptive block
differential prediction tool in JPEG2000 was designed by an
entropy analysis process aiming to reduce the inherent
redundancy of plenoptic images. Besides, the plenoptic data can
be arranged to be a new image by lenslet array slicing [25] or
placing different angular views side-by-side [26]. They can be
compressed by conventional codec or spatial-predictive
methods. In the disparity-based predictive schemes, the
disparity in the plenoptic image, which can be regarded as the
spatial shift between the projects of a 3D point in two
macropixels, is exploited to perform disparity compensation for
prediction units (PUs) [27][28]. However, the spatial predictive
schemes and the disparity-based predictive schemes introduced
overhead bits consumed by motion/disparity vectors and did not
fully exploit the optical imaging correlations among
macropixels yet. Transform-based schemes use the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) [29] or discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) [30]. Their reported compression efficiency is higher
than JPEG, while lower than HEVC intra coding. R. Monteiro et
al. [31] proposed a two-stage block-wise high order prediction
model, which predicts each block by applying a geometric
transformation. It outperforms HEVC, while the compression
efficiency is desired to be improved under the constraint of the
computational complexity.
The approaches in the second category compress the
pseudo-video generated from the plenoptic image. A low
resolution pseudo video sequence consisting of extracted
micro-images or subaperture images [32] is generated and
compressed using the temporal prediction tools in the existing
video coding standards, such as JPEG2000 [33], H.264 [34] or
HEVC [20]. Since the subaperture images generally correspond
to the images from different viewpoints, some methods in this
category focused on the scanning topologies. S. Zhao et al. [35]
proposed horizontal zigzag/U-shape scan and F. Dai et al. [36]
proposed line mapping and rotational mapping to reorder the
subaperture images in the pseudo video sequence for a higher
coding performance. Due to the sub-views correlation, S. Zhao
et al. [37] utilized the selected compressed views to
approximate a certain view by designing linear approximation
prior. While, in [38], the selected views were coded and other
views were reconstructed by sparse prediction. Also, in order to
exploit the geometric relation among subaperture images, some
homography transformation based methods [39-41] were
proposed. C. Perra et al. [42-44] partitioned the plenoptic image
into tiles and treated each tile as a frame of a pseudo-temporal
sequence for encoding using JPEG2000 and HEVC. In [45], a
flexible light field compression architecture was proposed by
dividing the subaperture images into different groups. Besides,
the data formats and quality assessments for light field
compression were investigated by the same authors in [26][46].
Exploiting the perspective information from the plenoptic
images, multi-view sequences can be generated and be
compressed using multiview video coding (MVC) [47-49] or
2-D hierarchical coding structure [50] to exploit the temporal
and interview correlations among adjacent subaperture images.
Due to introducing the temporal/interview coding tools, these
schemes can provide higher efficiency compared with the
methods in the first category. However, as an overhead, the
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approaches suffered from a huge increase in the computational
complexity, which was not applicable to real applications,
especially those preferring lower latency.
Considering the compression efficiency and the encoding
complexity jointly, we proposed a macropixel-based intra
prediction mode called boundary matching based prediction
mode (BMP) [52] and two modes called multi-block weighted
prediction mode (MWP) and co-located single-block prediction
mode (CSP) [53], respectively, in our previous works. In this
paper, targeting a better trade-off between the compression
efficiency and the computational complexity, we extended the
works by: designing a complete adaptive coding solution for
luminance
and
chrominance
components
with
rate-distortion-optimization flow, mode signaling and entropy
coding to benefit the compression efficiency from the three
modes simultaneously; providing analyses on cross correlations
and imaging system architecture to discover the fundamental
reason for quality improvement; discussing the generality of the
proposed approach for different microlens arrangements; and
conducting comprehensive experiments and analyses to
demonstrate the attractive performance in improving the
compression efficiency together with a good tradeoff in
computational complexity. To further improve the compression
efficiency, the light-field-lossless image reshaping method
proposed by us in [51] is also applied to align the macropixel
structures in the plenoptic image with the block coding unit
grids in the hybrid coding architecture.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
characteristics of the plenoptic image and the image reshaping
method are introduced in Section II. The framework and the
details of the proposed macropixel-based intra prediction are
described in Section III. The compression efficiency and
computational complexity are evaluated in Section IV to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Section V concludes the paper.
II. PLENOPTIC IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS AND IMAGE
RESHAPING
In this section, the plenoptic image structure is described with
discussions on its characteristics. Then, the image reshaping
method proposed by us in [51] is described with the analysis of
the correlation variation among adjacent PUs.
A. Plenoptic image structure and characteristics
The distinct feature of a standard plenoptic camera [54] relative
to the conventional imaging system is inserting a microlens
array into the light path between the main lens and the image
sensor as shown in Fig. 1. The light beams coming from the
object with different incident angles go through the main lens
and converge at the microlens. Afterwards, they are diverged
and captured by the image sensor as a group of pixels, called a
macropixel. Hence, using the imaging architecture of Lytro
Illum as an instance in Fig. 1, unlike traditional images, the
output of the sensor is composed of a number of macropixels in
hexagonal shape, which record both spatial and angular light
information. Hexagonal microlens array has been demonstrated
to be the one with the largest fill-factor among the existing lens
shapes and arrangements [56][57]. After light field decoding,
including demosaicing, devignetting, rotation and scaling [55],
the lenslet image is generated to be applied in many computer
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vision applications for refocusing, depth estimation and The invertible image reshaping method proposed by us in [51] is
applied to the preprocessed lenslet image that generated
multiview extraction.
according to [9]. It realigns the macropixels in the preprocessed
lenslet image to the coding unit grids for a block-based coding
standard friendly structure. The image reshaping method
includes two steps: macropixel alignment and adaptive
interpolation. Macropixel alignment is to reshape and regularize
the lenslet image to guarantee that the centers of macropixels
Scene
Main Lens
Micro-lens array Sensor Sensor output
are aligned in the vertical/horizontal direction and each
Fig. 1. Image formation process of a standard plenoptic camera using macropixel can be fully contained by a non-overlapped 16×16
Lytro Illum as an instance.
coding unit. For the entire macropixel alignment process, it just
It is observed that if partitioning the lenslet image by the needs some parameters like vertical spacing between the
coding unit grid, like the 16×16 block used in H.264/HEVC, not neighboring macropixel rows, vertical/horizontal spatial offset
every macropixel can be entirely contained by one coding unit. of incomplete macropixels on the boundary, etc., which can be
Using the lenslet image captured by Lytro Illum as an instance derived from light field decoding. A vertical coordinate
in Fig. 2, the red grid shown in it, corresponding to 16×16 transformation is applied to the lenslet image to separate the
coding unit grid, partitions several incomplete macropixels into macropixel rows vertically, i.e. converting the macropixel
one block, which results in low correlations among the adjacent structure in Fig. 4(a) to be that in Fig. 4(b). The pixels which are
separated from the original macropixels (the S pixels marked in
blocks and complex textures inside a block.
magenta
and green in Fig. 4(b)) are moved back to their original
In order to verify this, an analysis of the cross-correlation
locations,
as shown in Fig. 4(c), followed by which a horizontal
between the current 16×16 block and its adjacent four 16×16
coordinate
transformation is applied to the odd or the even
blocks located left to, left-above, above and right-above the
current block is performed. The average of cross correlations is macropixel rows to align the macropixels vertically to generate
retrieved using images “Fountain_&_Vincent” and “Friends” the structure like that shown in Fig. 4(d). After that, a boundary
[58] with quite different spatial features, shown in Fig. 11(d) processing is applied to the incomplete macropixels along the
and (e), as instances. As shown in Fig. 3, except the blocks on image boundaries by checking whether the pixels in the
the left, the correlations between the current block and other incomplete macropixels are valid in rendering the 2D
adjacent blocks are limited where the average are only 0.25/0.18, perspective views in the subaperture image stack or not [9]. If
respectively. It is obvious that such low correlations among the they are valid, pixel padding will be performed. Otherwise, the
adjacent blocks will directly affect the efficiency of spatial pixels will be discarded. The boundary processing also
coding tools in video coding standards. Thus, a guarantees the width and the height of the reshaped lenslet
light-field-lossless invertible image reshaping method proposed image is the multiple of 8.
After macropixel alignment, the pixels at the four corners and
by us in [51] is applied to the work of this paper.
the bottom/right boundary of each coding block, colored in
white in Fig. 4(d), are generated without exact intensity values.
To maximize the continuity of adjacent macropixels, adaptive
interpolation is applied to fill the intensity values of those pixels
based on the relative distance to the nearest neighborhoods [51].
h
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Fig. 2. Partitioning the lenslet image “Friends” [58] by 16×16 coding
unit grid.
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Fig. 3. Cross correlation among the adjacent 16×16 blocks: (a)
Fountain_&_Vincent; (b) Friends.

B. Invertible image reshaping method

y

(c)
(d)
Fig. 4. Macropixel structures: (a) in a lenslet image; (b) after vertical
coordinate transformation; (c) after moving S pixels back; (d) after
macropixel alignment.
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Fig. 5. The reshaped image and enlarged portion partitioned by 16×16
coding unit grid.
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Finally, the reshaped lenslet image is generated with benefit the spatial coding tools in reducing the spatial
macropixel structures aligned to coding unit grids. Fig. 5 shows redundancy. Its effectiveness in improving the compression
the reshaped portion of “Friends”, corresponding to the portion efficiency will be further demonstrated in Section IV.
Lenslet Image
Lenslet Image
in Fig. 2, with coding unit grids aligned macropixel structures.
Reshaped Lenslet Image
Reshaped Lenslet Image
Based on the transmitted parameters in Table I [51], inverse
0.77
0.48
0.77
0.47
0.50
0.80
0.72
0.45
0.43
0.42
0.66
0.66
reshaping process can reconstruct the lenslet image structure, as
0.70
0.40
0.60
shown in Fig. 4(a), exactly without sacrificing the quality of the
0.50
0.30
generated light field. After image reshaping, the size of the
0.40
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.30
regularized lenslet image will be 14.2% larger than the original,
0.20
0.10
while, its macropixel structure is compatible with the coding
0.10
0.00
0.00
unit grids in the block-based video coding standards.

4.0
3.0

2.10

2.33
1.78

2.0
1.0

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.0

TABLE I. Parameters Transmitted for Inverse Reshaping [51]
Param.
m
v
y0
S
SL
x0,o
x0,e
Ph
Pv
fHP

fVP

Semantics
Radius of each macropixel
Vertical spacing between the neighboring two
macropixel rows
The maximum vertical pixel number in the
incomplete macropixel row at the image upper
boundary
The number of pixels to be moved back to each
macropixel
the left pixel offset of the to-be-moved pixels
relative to the boundary of the coding unit grid
Incomplete pixels counting from the left
boundary of the odd macropixel rows
Incomplete pixels counting from the left
boundary of the even macropixel rows
The number of pixel columns padded to the
right image boundary
The number of pixel rows padded to the bottom
image boundary
Flag representing whether the pixels on the
right boundary of the non-transformed
macropixel row are valid for light field
generation
Flag representing whether the pixels on the
bottom boundary of image are valid for light
field generation

Range
[2,32]

Bits
5

[2,32]

5

[1,31]

5

[1,31]

5

[1,16]

4

[2,32]

5

[2,32]

5

[0,7]

3

[0,7]

3

1, valid
0, else

1

1, valid
0, else

1

After applying image reshaping to the lenslet image, the
inherent correlations among the adjacent macropixels can be
easily exploited by the block-based video coding standard.
Similar to the correlation analysis performed in Fig. 3, the cross
correlations and the ratio of strong correlations are compared for
the lenslet image and the reshaped lenslet image in Fig. 6 using
“Fountain_&_Vincent” and “Friends” as well. It can be found
that the average of cross-correlation among the adjacent 16×16
blocks can be greatly improved by image reshaping, as shown in
Fig. 6 (a) and (b), especially for the block left-above, above, and
right above the current block. Also, the proportion of the blocks
with cross-correlation higher than 0.9 in the reshaped image is
also much larger than that in the lenslet image, as shown in Fig.
6(c) and (d). It indicates that image reshaping improves the
spatial correlations among the coding units, which will further

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. The average of cross-correlation of: (a) Fountain_&_Vincent;
and (b) Friends. The proportion of blocks with cross-correlation higher
than 0.9 of: (c) Fountain_&_Vincent; and (d) Friends.

III. PROPOSED MACROPIXEL-BASED INTRA PREDICTION
The overall block-diagram of the proposed lenslet image
compression system and the encoding architecture with the
proposed macropixel-based Intra prediction based on HEVC are
depicted in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. The proposed lenslet
image compression system mainly consists of three modules
(the blocks in gray in Fig. 7(a)):
1) Image Reshaping, as described in Section II B, is first applied
to the preprocessed lenslet image L(x, y) [9] to reshape and
regularize macropixels structures to be aligned with coding
unit grids in the block-based hybrid encoder, as shown in Fig.
4;
2) The reshaped lenslet image is fed to the encoder and decoder,
denoted
by
Codec,
comprising
the
proposed
macropixel-based intra prediction for compression;
3) Inverse Reshaping is applied to the decompressed lenslet
image according to the transmitted parameters in Table I to
recover the macropixel structure as that in L(x, y) for output.
Fig. 7(b) depicts the proposed encoder architecture, which is
based on HEVC and comprises the proposed macropixel-based
intra prediction module. In HEVC, a CU is associated with the
partitioned PUs and the transform units (TUs). Each PU rooting
at the CU level is designed to carry information related to the
prediction mode such as the type, sizes, and partition patterns
for better prediction [60]. Considering the proposed
compression method targets encoding the lenslet image by
exploiting the spatial correlations among the macropixels, the
proposed macropixel-based Intra prediction modes are added
into the rate distortion optimization (RDO) process of the
encoder as additional candidate intra prediction modes for each
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PU. The proposed method including multi-block weighted blocks are unavailable, i.e. they have not been reconstructed yet,
prediction (MWP) mode, co-located single-block prediction only available reference blocks are used.
As mentioned above, the proposed method allows the CU to
(CSP) mode, and boundary matching based prediction (BMP)
be split into four PUs at all the CU sizes. Thus, if the current CU
mode will be introduced in the following.
size is 32×32 and the PU size is 16×16, the right-above
Reconstructed
Preprocessed
Codec
reference block is unavailable for the PU located at the
Lenslet
Image
Lenslet Image Image
Inverse
Macropixel-based
bottom-right corner, as the red block shown in Fig. 9. For the
Reshaping
Reshaping
Intra Prediciton
case, we copy the reconstructed 16×16 block that is left to the
(a)
current PU as the right-above reference block to solve the
General Coder Control
reference missing problem.
Control data

-

Transform
Scaling &
Quantization

Input
Signal

Coefficient data

De-quant &
Inv.transform

Original Intra
Modes

Bitstream

32

16
32

16

Intra data

Macropixel-based
Intra Prediction
Motion
Estimation &
Compensation

Header
Formatting &
CABAC

(a)

MIP data

Deblocking &
SAO Filters

Filter Control data

(b)
4

8

4

8
Motion data

(b)
Fig. 7. (a) The proposed lenslet image compression system; (b) the
proposed encoder architecture.

A. Multi-block weighted prediction mode

(c)

(d)

Current PU

Reference Blocks

The MWP mode is to predict the block by the combination of Fig. 8. The relationship between the current prediction unit (the block
co-located reference blocks in the adjacent reconstructed in magenta) and the reference blocks (those in green) as the PU size
macropixels. Compared with the existing spatial predictive equals to: (a) 32×32; (b) 16×16; (c) 8×8; and (d) 4×4.
coding schemes targeting lenslet images, like displacement intra
prediction [14-16] and self-similarity compensated prediction
[3][18], MWP avoids complexity expensive searching step with
better exploration of the macropixel correlations.
1) Partition Types: Following the definition in HEVC intra
coding, the PU division allowed for MWP is still 2N×2N and
N×N. While, different from that defined in the standard [20], an
intra CU can be split into four PUs at all CU sizes for the
proposed modes. Thus, MWP supports the PU size from 4×4 to
32×32. Considering the macropixels in the lenslet image record
both spatial and angular light information, to preserve the
fidelity of the light field, full color space is exploited, in which
the resolution of chroma is the same with that of the luma. The
chroma PUs go through the same process of intra prediction. If
the corresponding luma PU selects the proposed mode, the
selected mode will be set as one of the candidate modes, the
derived mode, for the chroma PU.
2) Reference Blocks: For the current PU, four reference
blocks co-located in the spatially adjacent reconstructed
macropixels are selected. Consistent with the PU size of the
current block, the reference block size ranges from 4×4 to
32×32 samples. When the PU size is the integer multiples of 16,
from 16×16 to 32×32, four adjacent reference blocks located
left to, left-above, above and right-above the current PU, as
shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), in the same size are selected. As the
current PU size is 4×4 or 8×8, four co-located blocks in spatially
adjacent reconstructed 16×16 blocks are utilized as reference
blocks, as shown in Fig. 8 (c) and (d). As some of the reference

Current CU
32

Current
PU
16
32

Fig. 9. The right-above reference block generated by copying the
reference block left to the current PU as PU size equals to 16×16 and the
CU size is 32×32.

3) Sample Prediction: The current PU, denoted by y in Fig. 8, is
linearly predicted by
y' = w0 x 0 + w1x1 + w2 x 2 + w3x 3 ,
(1)
where y' represents the prediction of y; xi is a reference block,
i.e. a green block shown in Fig. 8; and wi is the weighting
parameter corresponding to xi. As xi is unavailable, wi equals to
zero. The summation of wi equals to 1. Picking out the available
reference blocks from the four candidate reference blocks, their
weighting parameters are derived by minimizing the Euclidean
distance between the current block and the reference blocks as
minimize

Xw - y
T

subject to 1 w = 1

2
2

,

(2)

w≥0
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where w is the vector of weights, in which each entry is wi; y is
the vectorized sample values of the current PU; X is the matrix
of reference blocks in which each column is a vectorized xi.
For each PU, Eq. (2) is solved by the logarithmic barrier
method [61] to derive the weighting parameters. After
converting Eq. (2) to the equality constrained problem using
barrier method, a Newton’s method is applied to derive the
current weights at each iteration. The initial weights are
assigned empirically according to the correlation analysis
among macropixels. The maximum number of iterations is set
to achieve a tradeoff between the computational complexity and
compression efficiency. If the logarithmic barrier method can
converge before the maximum iterations, the derived weights
will be utilized. Otherwise, the initial values will be assigned to
the weights.
Using the derived weights, the predicted block can be
generated by Eq. (1). Since the weights are floating point value
in the range of 0 and 1, the multiplication and the generated
floating-point values of the predicted samples are not friendly to
encoding. Thus, the weights are scaled to the range from 0 to
127 and rounded to the closest integer. The scaling range is
chosen based on the consideration of granularity and the
representation efficiency. Then, the predicted sample generation
is updated to be:
y' = (w0 x0 + w1x1 + w2 x 2 + w3x 3 + 64) >> 7 , (3)

where >> denotes a bit shift operation to the right.
Using MWP mode, the residual between the current PU and
the predicted samples calculated by Eq. (3) will be coded if the
mode is selected by RDO. Also, the weights will be coded into
the bitstream. The details in mode decision and weights coding
are introduced in the Subsection D in the following.

Similar to MWP, BMP also uses block-based linear weighted
prediction to predict the current PU. The reference blocks are
the same with those shown in Fig. 8. Distinctively, considering
the correlation of intensity values between the current PU and
reference blocks can be reflected by their spatial boundary
pixels to some extent, BMP uses boundary samples in the
reference blocks, instead of all the samples in the reference
blocks, and the reconstructed samples around the current PU,
instead of the original samples in the current PU, to derive
weighting parameters. The samples used are those colored in
green and magenta in Fig. 10.
Thus, column i in X in Eq. (2) is updated by vectorizing the
top sample row and the left sample column in xi, denoted by xi’
in Fig. 10, if xi is available. y is updated by vectorizing the
reconstructed sample row/column above/left-to the current PU,
as shown in Fig. 10. Solving Eq. (2) by logarithmic barrier
method [61], the weights are derived to generate the predicted
samples using Eq. (3), in which xi is the reference block as
defined in Fig. 8.
Since the reconstructed boundary samples are available both
at the encoder and the decoder, BMP does not need to encode
the weighting parameters, which shows its advantage relative to
MWP. Although Eq. (2) needs to be solved at the decoder side
also, the complexity increment introduced is still acceptable.
The complexity results are provided in the next section.

y
Current PU

B. Co-located single-block prediction mode

MWP mode can provide good prediction for the current PU by
exploiting spatial correlation among the pixels under the
adjacent microlens. However, it also introduces overhead bits
cost by the weights, which may affect the coding efficiency
especially at low coding bitrate. Thus, based on the strong
correlations among the adjacent blocks presented in the
reshaped lenslet image, as demonstrated in Fig. 6, a co-located
single-block prediction (CSP) is proposed to predict the current
PU by:
y’ = xi.
(4)
xi is a reference block selected from the four co-located
reference blocks, the blocks in the green as shown in Fig. 8.
Four CSP modes are added to use reference block left to,
top-left to, above and top-right to the current PU individually as
the prediction. The mode signaling method is introduced in
Subsection D also.
C. Boundary matching based prediction mode

CSP can predict the current PU easily with fewer overhead bits
relative to MWP mode, while in some case the prediction is
relatively coarse especially when the adjacent macropixels are
imaging the object boundaries. Thus, to exploit the correlation
among the neighboring macropixels and to reduce the overhead
bits simultaneously, a boundary matching based prediction
(BMP) mode is proposed.

6

Reference
Pixels

Fig. 10. Boundary pixels used by BMP in Eq. (2).

D. Mode selection and coding

The proposed three types of macropixel-based intra prediction
try to exploit the spatial correlations among the macropixels
with tradeoff in complexity and overhead bits. MWP can
generate an accurate prediction based on the optimization
results between the current block and the reference blocks.
While, solving the optimization problem will introduce
complexity overhead to the encoder and the overhead bits cost
by coding the weights will affect the compression efficiency
especially at low bit rate. CSP shows low complexity overhead
introduced together with low overhead bits, while the prediction
may be a bit coarse as the adjacent macropixels are imaging the
object boundaries. BMP is in between, which reduces overhead
bits relative to MWP and may solve the problem of CSP for the
blocks around object boundaries. However, its prediction may
not be as accurate as that of MWP since the weights are
determined by limited number of reference samples. Also, it
introduces some computational complexity overhead to the
decoder to derive the weights.
Thus, to fully exploit the advantages of the three types of
prediction simultaneously, they are added to RDO process of
intra prediction in HEVC and becomes candidate intra
prediction modes with the other 35 intra modes defined in
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HEVC [62]. The mode with the lowest RD cost will be selected
as the coding mode for the current PU. To reduce the
complexity of RDO, if the PU in size of 2N×2N selects one of
the proposed modes as the best mode, the PUs in size of N×N
will use the same proposed mode with updated weights, if
needed, as CU size is 2N×2N. Since the lenslet image always
uses full color space, YUV 4:4:4, to preserve the fidelity, the
chroma PUs are predicted and coded using five defined modes
in the standard, as listed in Table II. Intra_Derived mode
inherits the intra prediction mode from the corresponding
luminance PU directly. As our proposed mode is selected by the
luminance PU, it will work as Intra_Derived mode during RDO
of chroma PU. The reference pixels as described in each mode
will be used according to the chroma PU size. The weights will
be reoptimized and coded for PU of U and V component
individually. Table II shows the updated mode specification in
luma intra prediction and in chroma intra prediction.
TABLE II. SPECIFICATION OF LUMA AND CHROMA INTRA PREDICTION
MODES
Luma Mode
Index

Luma intra
prediction mode

Chroma
Mode Index

Chroma intra
prediction mode

0

Planar

35
36
37

Original luma
intra mode
CSP(left)
CSP(above)
CSP(left-above)

1
2
3

38

CSP(right-above)

4

Angular(26)
Angular(10)
DC
Derived
(the proposed
mode if selected
by Luma PU)

39
40

MWP
BMP

0~34

Similar to that defined in HEVC, three most probable modes
are selected based on the modes of the PUs left to and above the
current PU. If the selected mode of the current PU is an element
in the set of the most probable modes, the index in the set is
transmitted to the decoder. Otherwise, a 6-bit fixed length code
is used to signal the mode. While, in chroma mode coding, it
adopts the same coding methods in HEVC.
For the weights value in MWP, a coding approach based on
most probable weights is applied, which is similar to the way of
most probable mode coding. Since the summation of the
weights is 127, only M-1 weights are coded, where M is the
number of available reference blocks. Also, the set of the three
most probable weights is established, in which the elements are
selected from the PU left to and above the current PU. The
default candidates in the set are assigned with the weight value 0,
1 and 127. When the weight values of the PU above and left to
the current PU are the same, the value and two closest weight
values are selected to construct the set of the most probable
weights. For the weight in the most probable weight set, its
index in the set is transmitted. For that outside of the set, 7-bit
fixed length code is used for signaling.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm. First, the test conditions are introduced in detail.
Then, experimental results including the compression efficiency
comparison, computational complexity analysis and mode
selection statistics are provided.

7

A. Test conditions
To measure the compression performance of the proposed
method, twelve plenoptic images including six representative
images downloaded from the JPEG Pleno dataset [58] and six
images captured by us are tested. The lenslet images with
resolution 7728×5368 are captured by Lytro Illum cameras,
which are decoded from the raw files using “Light Field
Toolbox for Matlab” [59].The sample images are shown in Fig.
11. Since the images come from several plenoptic cameras and
the optical parameters of the cameras vary slightly due to the
manufacturing technologies, testing them can demonstrate the
robustness of the proposed approach to the lenslet images
captured by different plenoptic cameras. The end-to-end
processing workflow recommended by JPEG Pleno [8][9],
including demosaicing, devignetting, slicing and rendering, is
applied to generate 15×15 subaperture images with spatial
resolution 625×434. The demosaicing process that converts the
raw Bayer-pattern to RGB color image uses conventional linear
demosaicing method [55] with default parameters in [59].
Devignetting is used to correct vignetting effect by dividing the
raw image by the white image. Considering the proposed
method targets compressing the lenslet image with high quality,
gamma correction for light field is not applied to guarantee that
the objective evaluation reflects the real performance.

(a)Ankylosaurus_
&_Diplodocus

(b) Color_
Chart_1

(c) Vespa

(d) Fountain_
&_Vincent

(e) Friends

(f) House_&
_Lake

(g) Lamp&
Book

(h) Cards

(i) Dolls

(j) Ferriara_
Opendoor

(k) Magic Cubic

(l)Vase

Fig. 11. Tested plenoptic images. (a)-(f): Images from JPEG Pleno
database [58]; (g)-(l): images captured by our own Lytro Illum
cameras.

The proposed macropixel-based intra prediction is
implemented into the reference software of HEVC Format
Range Extension (RExt) [63] profile, HM-16.9SCM8.0 [64], as
additional intra prediction modes according to Fig. 7. After
converting the lenslet images from RGB to YUV4:4:4 color
space, the tested images are coded by “All Intra” setting as
defined in [65] under RExt configurations using QP values of 26,
32, 38 and 44. The RD performance is measured in terms of
BD-Bitrate [66]. The bitrate in BD-Bitrate is defined by
bit-per-pixel (bpp) that is calculated via dividing the number of
bits obtained by the total number of pixels in the input plenoptic
images. The PSNR in BD-Bitrate is computed as the mean of all
PSNR values for each individual view as defined in [9]. It is
given by:
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1
k −1
l −1
PSNR(k , l ) ,
(5)

k =2  l =2
kl
in which PSNR(k, l) is the conventional objective metric
computed for the k-th and l-th individual view according to:
2552
,
(6)
PSNR(k , l ) = 10 log10
MSE (k , l )
PSNR =

2
1
m
n
[ I (i, j ) − R(i, j )] .
(7)

i =1  j =1
mn
m and n are the dimensions of a rendered individual view in
units of pixels. I(i, j) and R(i, j) are the values of the pixels in
position of (i, j) in the view rendered from the decoded lenslet
image and that rendered from the non-compressed reference
lenslet image. The rendering method recommended by light
field compression evaluation method in [9][67] is used with the
default rendering configurations [9].

and MSE (k , l ) =

TABLE III. CODING CONFIGURATIONS OF TESTING CASES
Coding tools configurations

Testing cases
HEVC
IBC
LLE
PVTA
IR

MWP
CSP
BMP
ThreeModes
IR+IBC
IR+LLE
IR+MWP
IR+CSP
IR+BMP
IR+MWP+CSP
IR+CSP+BMP
IR+MWP+BMP
Proposed

HEVC RExt Profile, bypassing the gray blocks in Fig.
7
“HEVC” + IBC mode proposed in [21]
“HEVC” + LLE method proposed in [22]
“HEVC” + PVTA method proposed in [42] with Low
Delay configurations
“HEVC” + gray blocks in Fig.7 except the proposed
intra prediction modes, i.e. “HEVC” + image reshaping
(IR) proposed by us in [51]
“HEVC” + the proposed MWP mode
“HEVC” + the proposed 4 CSP modes
“HEVC” + the proposed BMP mode
“HEVC” + MWP + CSP + BMP
“HEVC” + IR + IBC
“HEVC” + IR + LLE
“HEVC” + IR + MWP
“HEVC” + IR + CSP
“HEVC” + IR + BMP
“HEVC” + IR + MWP + CSP
“HEVC” + IR + BMP + CSP
“HEVC” + IR + MWP + BMP
“HEVC” + IR + MWP + CSP + BMP

B. Experimental results
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image can provide much higher improvement in the
compression efficiency, which is even larger than directly
adding the efficiency improvement achieved by each tool
individually. For an instance, “IR+MWP vs. HEVC” in Table V
is much larger than adding “IR vs. HEVC” with “MWP vs.
HEVC” in Table IV. Also, the bitrate savings achieved by all
the combinations are much bigger than using the coding tools
individually. Comparing the effectiveness of all the
combinations, the testing case that performs the best is the
Proposed approach which integrates the four coding tools
together. An obvious bitrate reduction, 47.0% on average, can
be achieved. The second-best case is IR+MWP+CSP which
outperforms HEVC by 46.5% on average. Randomly selecting
images “Vase”, “Magic Cubic” and “Ankylosaurus_&_
Diplodocus” as instances, the RD performance of each
combination at different QPs are shown in Fig. 15 (a) and (b).
They demonstrate that the proposed coding tools improve the
compression efficiency obviously at all tested bitrates.
TABLE IV. BD-BR COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED PREDICTION
MODES AND IMAGE RESHAPING
Image Name

IR vs.
HEVC

MWP
vs.
HEVC

CSP vs.
HEVC

BMP
vs.
HEVC

Three
Modes vs.
HEVC

Ankylosaurus_
&_Diplodocus

-30.0%

-33.1%

-42.5%

-21.0%

-44.6%

Color_Chart_1
House_&lake
Foutain_&
_Vincent
Friends

-15.6%
-34.0%

-42.1%
-40.4%

-47.0%
-51.0%

-28.1%
-25.5%

-48.0%
-51.5%

-1.5%

-22.1%

-22.0%

-15.1%

-23.1%

-6.4%

-5.3%

-6.3%

-5.6%

-7.8%

Vespa

-1.6%

-17.3%

-19.1%

-13.8%

-20.5%

Lamp&Book

-15.2%

-0.6%

-1.1%

-1.5%

-2.0%

Cards
Dolls
Ferriara_
Opendoor
MagicCubic

-8.6%
-12.5%

-9.9%
-8.5%

-11.0%
-7.1%

-4.8%
-7.2%

-11.7%
-10.2%

-1.7%

-12.7%

-12.5%

-9.8%

-14.1%

-13.9%

-6.3%

-13.6%

-6.4%

-15.0%

Vase

-14.4%

-11.6%

-12.1%

-6.5%

-13.8%

Average

-13.0%

-17.5%

-20.4%

-12.1%

-20.8%

2) Comparison among different coding methods

1) Comparison among the combinations of the proposed coding To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, six
testing cases as IBC [21] , LLE [22], IR+IBC, IR+LLE, PVTA
tools
[42] and Proposed are tested. Among the six testing cases,
The efficiency of the proposed intra prediction modes and that PVTA is a pseudo video coding approach which generates the
of the combinations of the coding tools are evaluated in this pseudo video by tiling the lenslet image and compresses the
subsection. First, the efficiency of each prediction mode and video using the “Low Delay” configuration. The compression
that of image reshaping are listed in Table IV using HEVC as the results using HEVC as benchmark are shown in Table VI and
benchmark. As shown in the table, the image reshaping method, the compression improvements achieved by the proposed
testing case IR, can achieve 13.0% bitrate reduction on average approach relative to the other methods are listed in Table VII. It
compared with HEVC because of making the macropixel can be found that IBC [21], LLE [22] and PVTA [42] can
structure be friendly to the block based coding architecture. All improve the compression efficiency of lenslet image obviously
the three proposed macropixel-based intra prediction modes although the improvement achieved by PVTA fluctuates heavily
MWP, CSP and BMP can improve the compression efficiency with the change in the content. It is also interesting to see that by
obviously, in which applying CSP individually achieves the cooperating with the proposed image reshaping method,
highest bitrate reduction of 20.4%. Applying the three modes IR+LLE and IR+IBC can further improve the coding efficiency
together, Three Modes, can further improve the coding relative to IBC and LLE, as shown in Table VI. While, even
efficiency, although it may not that significant relative to CSP. under such improvement, the proposed approach can still
Secondly, the compression efficiency of the combinations of outperform them significantly. The proposed approach can
the coding tools are evaluated in Table V. It can be found that achieve a maximum of 80.5% bitrate reduction with an average
applying the proposed intra prediction mode to the reshaped of 47.0% relative to HEVC. It outperforms IBC/LLE/PVTA by
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27.7%/22.7%/45.0% bitrate reduction on average, which is very
beneficial to lenslet data storage and transmission. Similarly
taking
images
“Vase”,
“Magic
Cubic”
and
“Ankylosaurus_&_Diplodocus” as instances, the RD
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performance at different QPs of Proposed, IBC, LLE, PVTA and
HEVC are shown in Fig. 15 (c). They demonstrate that the
proposed method performs much better than other coding
methods at all compression ratios.

TABLE V. BD-BR COMPARISON AMONG THE COMBINATIONS OF THE PROPOSED PREDICTION MODES
IR+MWP+
IR+CSP+
IR+MWP+
IR+MWP
IR+CSP
IR+BMP
Image Name
CSP
BMP
BMP
vs.HEVC
vs. HEVC
vs. HEVC
vs. HEVC
vs. HEVC
vs. HEVC
Ankylosaurus_&_Di
-59.2%
-66.7%
-60.4%
-70.8%
-65.8%
-65.1%
plodocus
Color_Chart_1
-75.9%
-75.8%
-69.3%
-80.9%
-76.2%
-78.1%
House_&lake
-67.5%
-71.0%
-68.0%
-72.2%
-71.7%
-71.4%
Foutain_&_Vincent
-40.5%
-37.8%
-31.4%
-42.0%
-37.8%
-41.0%
Friends
-19.9%
-17.6%
-16.4%
-22.1%
-19.1%
-21.0%
Vespa
-38.7%
-34.3%
-28.6%
-41.5%
-35.1%
-39.5%
Lamp&Book
-24.1%
-22.0%
-22.1%
-26.1%
-25.0%
-26.3%
Cards
-43.2%
-34.5%
-32.2%
-45.7%
-38.2%
-43.8%
Dolls
-33.7%
-27.6%
-24.0%
-35.2%
-28.7%
-34.8%
Ferriara_Opendoor
-28.1%
-23.7%
-19.2%
-29.2%
-24.8%
-28.5%
MagicCubic
-40.8%
-44.5%
-42.9%
-49.6%
-47.5%
-47.3%
Vase
-41.9%
-33.1%
-36.1%
-43.3%
-38.5%
-42.7%
Average
-42.8%
-40.7%
-37.5%
-46.5%
-42.3%
-45.0%

Proposed
vs. HEVC
-71.0%
-80.5%
-72.6%
-41.8%
-22.7%
-41.7%
-27.5%
-45.5%
-35.8%
-29.3%
-51.9%
-43.6%
-47.0%

TABLE VI. COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT METHODS USING HEVC AS BENCHMARK
Image Name
Ankylosaurus_&_Diplodo
cus
Color_Chart_1
House_&lake
Foutain_&_Vincent
Friends
Vespa
Lamp&Book
Cards
Dolls
Ferriara_Opendoor
MagicCubic
Vase
Average

IBC [21] vs.
HEVC

LLE [22]
vs. HEVC

IR+IBC
vs.HEVC

IR+LLE
vs. HEVC

PVTA [42]
vs. HEVC

Proposed
vs. HEVC

-45.1%

-43.6%

-60.6%

-60.9%

-57.6%

-71.0%

-66.2%
-53.6%
-32.2%
-6.2%
-22.1%
-5.0%
-13.4%
-19.4%
-25.5%
-27.2%
-13.1%
-27.4%

-74.5%
-61.4%
-41.2%
-5.2%
-21.4%
-1.2%
-30.0%
-20.9%
-32.7%
-10.7%
-11.8%
-29.6%

-74.7%
-65.9%
-35.1%
-13.8%
-27.4%
-21.6%
-30.4%
-26.0%
-26.3%
-39.7%
-25.3%
-37.2%

-77.6%
-67.9%
-39.2%
-13.3%
-28.4%
-19.1%
-27.4%
-29.6%
-28.2%
-32.9%
-25.8%
-37.5%

-37.9%
-46.8%
-18.6%
20.6%
0.8%
20.5%
-12.9%
17.8%
0.9%
9.9%
-13.5%
-10.5%

-80.5%
-72.6%
-41.8%
-22.7%
-41.7%
-27.5%
-45.5%
-35.8%
-29.3%
-51.9%
-43.6%
-47.0%

TABLE VII. COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT METHODS
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Image Name
vs. IBC
vs. LLE
vs. PVTA
Ankylosaurus_
-45.0%
-48.4%
-51.5%
&_Diplodocus
Color_Chart_1
-40.6%
-18.4%
-70.0%
House_&lake
-40.2%
-24.2%
-37.1%
Foutain_&_Vincent
-13.8%
0.3%
-36.2%
Friends
-17.4%
-18.3%
-35.3%
Vespa
-24.8%
-25.6%
-45.0%
Lamp&Book
-23.1%
-26.3%
-42.1%
Cards
-31.4%
-19.8%
-43.9%
Dolls
-24.9%
-16.9%
-45.2%
Ferriara_Opendoor
-4.9%
6.0%
-32.2%
MagicCubic
-32.6%
-45.7%
-59.8%
Vase
-34.1%
-35.2%
-41.7%
Average
-27.7%
-22.7%
-45.0%

3) Computational complexity analysis
To evaluate the computational complexity, execution time is
retrieved for the testing cases using a PC with Intel® CoreTM
i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHz with 12GB RAM and 64-bits
Windows 7 operating system. Taking the execution time of
HEVC as the basic unit, the relative execution time ratios of the
testing cases are summarized in Fig. 12. As shown in the figure,
among all the testing cases, PVTA consumes the longest
execution time because that it is an inter-frame coding technique.
Among the proposed intra prediction modes, CSP presents the
lowest complexity, which is much lower than IBC and LLE, by
skipping the spatial search process. The ascending order of the
computational complexity of the proposed modes is CSP, MWP
and BMP. Although the dimension of y and xi used in BMP is
smaller than that in MWP in Eq. (2), logarithmic barrier method
always needs more iterations for convergence, which results in
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higher complexity during encoding. It is interesting to see that
combinations of CSP, e.g. IR+MWP+CSP, IR+CSP+BMP, and
Proposed, present lower computational complexity than those
without CSP, i.e. the complexity of IR+MWP+CSP,
IR+CSP+BMP, and Proposed is lower than IR+MWP,
IR+BMP, and IR+MWP+BMP, respectively. The reason is that
for the CU size is 2N×2N, as the CSP is selected as the best
mode for PU in size of 2N×2N, it will be used as the best mode
of PU in size of N×N for RD cost comparison to eliminate the
computations consumed by MWP and BMP in calculating the
weights. The Proposed scheme presents a bit higher
computational complexity relative to IBC and LLE and lower
complexity relative to PVTA. While, -27.7%/-22.7%/45.0%
bitrate reduction can be achieved according to that shown in
Table VII. It is found that the modes combination
IR+MWP+CSP presents a better trade-off between the
compression efficiency and the computational complexity if
checking the performance between Table V and Fig. 12. Its
complexity is 32.45% lower than the Proposed and the
compression efficiency is 2.4% lower than the Proposed. While,
its compression efficiency is still much higher than that of IBC,
LLE and PVTA as shown in Table VIII and the complexity
increment is much less. So, IR+MWP+CSP can be a
recommended approach if the computing resources at the
encoder is limited.
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ratio of selected intra mode for luminance component using 4×4
block as a basic unit for image “Fountain_&_Vincent” under
different QPs. It is found that compressing the lenslet image
directly by HEVC results in most PUs selecting DC mode (more
than 50% for QPs lower than 44), intra prediction mode 1, and
planar prediction mode, intra prediction mode 0. Applying the
proposed IR algorithm, the proportion of selecting horizontal
direction mode and vertical direction mode are becoming much
larger relative to that of HEVC, which benefits from the spatial
correlation improvements introduced. Finally, compressing the
lenslet images by the complete solution of the proposed
approach, most of PUs select the proposed modes, especially
MWP and CSP. Notably, more blocks will select MWP mode at
low compression ratio, corresponding to smaller QPs, while a
larger proportion of blocks will select CSP mode at high
compression ratio because of less overhead bits. The statistics
illustrate that the proposed scheme provides more precise
prediction for intra prediction.
5) Discussion of generalization of the proposed algorithm

Methods

Among the existing microlens array arrangements in plenoptic
cameras, the hexagonal microlens array is the most advanced
arrangement in the commercialized plenoptic cameras to obtain
the highest fill-factor. Fill-factor is the maximum coverage of
the active area on the sensor. Higher fill-factor corresponds to
more efficient acquisition of light field [56][57]. Hence, our
HEVC
1.00
method including image reshaping and macroblock-based intra
IBC
1.67
prediction mainly aims at plenoptic images captured by Lytro
LLE
4.71
Illum with 15 × 15 angular resolution recommended by the
PVTA
6.14
IR+MWP
4.19
common test conditions [9] and the testing dataset [58].
IR+CSP
1.49
Considering that micro-lens array can be of any shape and any
IR+BMP
4.25
arrangement, possible solutions in generalizing the proposed
IR+MWP+CSP
3.33
algorithm are discussed in this section, whose further
IR+CSP+BMP
3.53
improvement is also under investigation as our future work.
IR+MWP+BMP
6.04
4.93
Considering the lenslet image consisting of macropixels with
Proposed
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00
k×k effective pixels (pixels valid in generating the light field), a
Execution Time Ratios
Fig. 12. Execution time ratios of different coding methods relative to possible extension of image reshaping is to rearrange the
macropixels by macropixel alignment and adaptive
HEVC.
interpolation to generate a regularized image consisting of n×n
TABLE VIII. COMPRESSION COMPARISON FOR IR+MWP+CSP
blocks with the block centers aligned horizontally and vertically.
IR+MWP+CSP
Different from the original imaging reshaping that guarantees
Image Name
vs.IBC
vs.LLE
vs.PVTA
each block is a 16×16 block, in such case, the block can be the
Ankylosaurus_
-44.4%
-47.9%
-51.5%
smallest block that can cover one macropixel, as the black grids
&_Diplodocus
shown in Fig. 13. Then, since the coding unit grids, the grids in
Color_Chart_1
-41.6%
-19.4%
-70.4%
red shown in Fig. 13, are misaligned with the block grids, a
House_&lake
-37.6%
-22.5%
-35.9%
preliminary extension of the proposed macropixel intra
Foutain_&_Vincent
-14.0%
0.1%
-36.2%
prediction can select the reference blocks according to
Friends
-16.8%
-17.6%
-35.0%
coordinate relation between the macropixel block and the
Vespa
-24.5%
-25.3%
-45.2%
prediction unit. Like the instance shown in Fig.13 (a), since the
Lamp&Book
-21.7%
-25.0%
-41.2%
current PU (the block in magenta) covers the bottom-right
Cards
-31.6%
-19.8%
-43.9%
Dolls
-24.2%
-16.1%
-44.7%
corner of four macropixels (the gray circles), the three reference
Ferriara_Opendoor
-4.8%
6.2%
-32.0%
blocks (the blocks in green), each of which covers the
MagicCubic
-29.0%
-42.9%
-58.7%
bottom-right corner of the nearest reconstructed macropixels,
Vase
-33.6%
-34.8%
-41.5%
are selected. The relative position between the current PU and
Average
-27.0%
-22.1%
-44.7%
reference block, denoted by Ds in Fig. 13(a), is variant with PU
size, which can be calculated by:
4) Mode selection statistics
N <n
n
The section analyzes the intra mode selection statistics for the
Ds = 
,
(8)
  N / n  × n N > n
proposed method to further demonstrate the effectiveness in
improving the compression efficiency. Table X summarizes the
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where N represents PU size and . rounds the number up to the
nearest integer. After selecting the reference blocks, sample
prediction for the current PU can be the same with that
described above in the proposed MWP, CSP, and BMP modes.

Macropixel

Coding Unit
Grids

n

Current PU

Reference
Blocks

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 The relationship between the current prediction unit and the
reference blocks for different coding unit size: (a) Coding unit size is
larger than macropixel block size; (b) Coding unit size is smaller than
macropixel block size.
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by the co-located blocks or their combinations in the spatially
adjacent macropixels, which can bring significant compression
performance improvement. A maximum of 80.5% bitrate
reduction with an average of 47.0% bitrate reduction can be
achieved relative to HEVC under the same reconstructed light
field quality. Also, significant compression performance is
demonstrated by outperforming state-of-the-art methods
IBC/LLE/PVTA by an average of 27.7%/22.7/45.0% bitrate
reduction. Moreover, a better tradeoff between the compression
efficiency and computational complexity can be achieved by the
combination of MWP and CSP if the computational resources
are limited at the encoder. The performance of the proposed
scheme can be further improved by designing a specific entropy
coding engine and a fast mode selection method, which are
under investigating as future works.
Lytro 1.0 Dataset [68], Angular resolution 11×11,
lenslet image resolution 3936×3786

The performance of the generalized algorithm is further
tested on another ten plenoptic images shown in Fig. 14, within
which five images captured by Lytro 1.0 are downloaded from BSNMom
Cocktails
Dessert
Edelweiss
Flat_Toes
light field image dataset [68] with angular resolution 11×11, and
Stanford Light Field Data [69], Angular resolution 17×17
five images are downloaded from Stanford light field archive
[69] with angular resolution 17×17. The test conditions and
evaluation methods of compression efficiency are the same with
those mentioned above. Since the light field images provided by
the Stanford light field dataset are captured by a conventional
Bracelet
Chess
Lego Knights
camera hanging on a lego gantry, the views are arranged
(
)
(
)
(
8704
×
5440
11904
×
6800
8704 × 8704 )
regularly on the 17×17 grid, which results in that the
synthesized plenoptic image consists of square macropixels in
size of 17×17 pixels. Thus, the image reshaping method is
skipped for the Stanford data. Table IX summarizes the
compression efficiency results by comparing with HEVC and
Lego Bulldozer
Jelly Beans
LLE (the best except the proposed approach). As shown in the
( 13056 × 9792 )
( 8704 × 4352 )
table, the generalized image reshaping method, denoted by GIR,
which is applied to lenslet images captured by Lytro 1.0 can Fig. 14 Tested images with different macropixel sizes.
outperform HEVC by an average of 16.2% bitrate reduction. TABLE IX. COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE FOR LENSLET IMAGES WITH
Compared with HEVC and LLE, the generalization of the
DIFFERENT MACROPIXELS SIZES
proposed compression method (denoted by GProp.), including
GIR vs. GProp. vs.
GProp.
Image
GIR and the extended macropixel intra prediction, can achieve
Data
Name
HEVC
HEVC
vs. LLE
bitrate reduction by an average of 49.0% and 30.3%,
respectively. The results demonstrate that the proposed method
BSNMom
-23.1%
-51.8%
-43.2%
can be generalized to benefit compressing plenoptic images
Cocktails
-19.8%
-60.1%
-57.4%
Lytro 1.0
Dessert
-13.6%
-23.7%
-23.6%
with different or novel macropixel shapes and arrangements.
Edelweiss
-4.1%
-18.4%
-11.7%
While, for the situation that the regularized macropixel block
Flat_Toes
-20.6%
-69.0%
-53.4%
grid is misaligned with the coding unit grid, how to optimize the
Bracelet
-40.5%
-21.7%
compression efficiency needs to be further investigated, which
Chess
-41.0%
8.0%
has been put as one of our future works as well.
Stanford
Light Field
Database

Lego
Knights
Lego
Bulldozer
Jelly Beans

-71.4%

-48.3%

-64.3%
This paper proposes a novel plenoptic image compression
scheme, which can efficiently exploit the inherent correlation
-50.1%
among macropixels. After applying the previously proposed
Average
-16.2%
-49.0%
invertible image reshaping method to the lenslet image, the
reshaped image is compressed by adding the three proposed
VI. REFERENCES
macropixel-based intra prediction modes as additional [1] Lytro, https://www.lytro.com/.
candidate modes. The proposed modes predict the current PU [2] Raytrix,https://www.raytrix.de/

-36.5%

V. CONCLUSIONS

-

-15.3%
-30.3%
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Fig. 15. RD performance of test images. The images in each column: (i) Vase; (ii) Magic Cubic; (iii) Ankylosaurus_&_Diplodocus. (a)
Comparison among IR, dual-coding-tool and HEVC; (b) Comparison among IR, tri-coding-tool, Proposed and HEVC; (c) Comparison among the
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